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IN EXCEL FORMAT
IT IS NOT ONLY DET, MUST BE SU

From...(Full name & address of the tenderer)

To

THE DIVISIONAL MANAG ER,

FOOD CORPORATION OF INDIA

DIVISIONAL OFFICE, BIKANER, RAJASTHAN.

Dear Sir,

1. I submit the PRICE BID of the Tender for Hiring of Taxies for F.C.l. DIVISIONAL

oFFtcE, BIKANER.

Z. I have thoroughly examined and understood all the terms & conditions as

contained in the Tender document, invitation to tender, and its annexures, schedule of

rates, appendices and agree to abide by them.

3. I offer to work at the following rates (exclusive of all taxes).

i) At the same rates given in the schedule of rates for services,

ii) At... .. Percent(..... ....)indicatepercentage

in words above the rates given in the schedule of rates for services,

iii) At... .. Percent(..... . '..)indicate percentage

in words below the rates given in the schedule of rates for services and it is

confirmed that no other charges would be payable to me/us.

Yours faithfully,

(Signature of te nderer)
Capacity in which signing
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A.

Schedule of Ratep of Taxi

Please quote the percentage at parlbelowlabove the schedule of Rates given above
in the Price Bid.(By tick marking the chosen option)

Night Halt charge and out city charges Rs 200=00 per night is only applicable.

Note:-

i) Rate may be quoted only upto two decimal points i.e. (xx.xx%), in case rates having
more than two decimal points is quoted, decimal points beyond two shall be
ignored.

ii) fne rates indicated above are exclusive of all taxes.
iii)renderers shall indicate in Part-B Price Bid Rates in uniform percentage, eitherabove

or below or at par the schedule of Rates.
For example: if Tenderer quotes any rate; At par/above/below, Schedule of Rates
(SOR), it will be treated as the same Rate for all items/particulars and tenderer
cannot quote different percentage Rates for different items/particulars.

iv) rne price Bid will be in .pdf format.

B.

tndigo/ Manza / Swift Dezirel Verito/ Etios or
other vehicle in the same class

Taxifor Monthlv basis
to 2500 KM Per Month

After 2500 KM Per KM

to 8 Hours or 80 KM

to 12 Hours or 100 KM

Outstation Journey
KM Minimum Per

@ Rs. 7.00/- accepted rate Rs/Km actual

lnnova or any other vehicle in the same class

Up to 8 Hours or 80 KM

to 12 Hours or 100 KM

Outstation Journey
300 KM Minimum Per

@ Rs. 10.00/- accepted rate Rs/Km actual
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Particulars

Base Rate

Rs.25,000/-
Rs.7.00

Extra Taxi Base Rate

Rs. 1200/-
Rs. 1400/-

Particulars
Extra Taxi Base Rate

Rs, 2000/-

Rs.2200/-
After 12 Hours Rs. 120/- Per Hour


